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Growing with Trust

As we close the books on 2012 and look ahead to 2013, I reflected back to
the beginning of Wisconsin Aviation’s Maintenance Department. Twentysix years ago, Jeff Baum hired me to start a new aircraft maintenance
shop at Watertown. At that time, Chuck Swain and Jeff started Wisconsin
Aviation Maintenance, Inc. (WAMI). We started with very little. Some
may have already heard the story of that first day; it was a routine oil
change. The only problem was that I had no bucket to catch the oil! This
was my first lesson about the importance of being resourceful to put
together the capabilities we needed. It also took lots of trust and support.
With that trust, support, and vision, WAMI grew and prospered. As we
could, we added additional mechanics and support personnel and were
soon not only taking care of our own fleet of charter and rental aircraft,
but an expanding list of customer planes as well. Later, we saw the
potential benefits of operating as one company. That was when WAMI
merged with Wisconsin Aviation, Inc.
In 1996, we expanded our maintenance operations to Madison. As we
grew and progressed, we earned the trust of Cessna Aircraft Company and
were designated as an approved Cessna Single-Engine Service Center.
Our growth continued, and in 1998 we received approval from the FAA
as an Avionics Repair Station. With the added location and capabilities,
we needed to be more resourceful than ever. Soon we had the staff,
equipment, and tooling to earn the trust of several manufacturers. We
partnered with Cirrus Aircraft in 2003, EADS Socata in 2004, and Piper
Aircraft in 2006, becoming Authorized Service Centers for each of them.
At the same time, our Avionics Department continued to grow and expand
its capabilities. We gained the trust of Garmin, Avidyne, S-TEC, Bendix/
King, Aspen, and numerous other avionics dealers. As a trusted partner,
we were designated as Authorized Service and Installation Centers for
all of them. In 2008 we moved our avionics shop into its new facilities
adjacent to the maintenance hangar, creating a Technical Services
Complex in Madison. During this period of time, we also opened our
(Continued next page)

A View
from Our
President
State of the Airpatch
		 It’s January. We survived. We survived the recalls, the
elections, the Mayan prediction, the weather, and the holidays.
A new year is upon us and, as always, marches in loaded with
promise and promises made. So what are your promises and
aspirations, and what is your game plan to make them happen?
		 Invariably, folks ask, “How’s business?” “How do you
think biz will be in the new year?” “What’s happening with
(aircraft) sales?” “How are student starts?” Well, we make
our own plans, set goals and objectives, and, yes, even make
resolutions on how to put this company in a better position
by the year’s end. But, first, I’ll address the question on how
business is doing.
		 Overall, aviation has been pulling out of the great nosedive
for the last 3+ years, slowly gaining altitude. 2012 started out
pretty good and then leveled off. One thing that is climbing
exponentially and not leveling off is the amount of interest folks
are showing in doing something with aviation. Be it a private
plane, corporate plane, new rating, increased hours, or even just
getting started flying, the level of interest is the highest I’ve
seen since the economic crash started. Now getting everyone to
pull the trigger is another story.
		 We wonder why there is all the interest and yet not so
much action. Perhaps one group was listening to all the
political ads and rhetoric and collapsed into a fetal position to
hide, while another group was looking at the Mayan prediction
and said, “What the hell! Let’s go for it! What do we have to
lose?” At any rate, the activity has been fun, and some of it is
starting to turn into action. 2013 looks promising!
		 So what are our resolutions? To do our very best to make
your aviation experience with us a great one—one that exceeds
your expectations, provides value, convenience, and helps you
fulfill your goals and objectives. Let us know how we’re doing
and what else we can do to make your 2013 the best year ever.
Thanks for helping us do the same.

Jeff Baum

WisconsinAviation.com
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Safety Matters

Working the Pattern

Being a new private pilot—and even more recently, a first-time
aircraft owner—I came to Wisconsin Aviation with my very
special 1968 Piper Cherokee 180. I purchased this very clean
and low-time bird after first seeing it at Oshkosh 2012. It was
already equipped with an upgraded panel and a Century 2000
Autopilot, but with aspirations of an instrument rating and
long-term ownership, I turned to Wisconsin Aviation’s Avionics
Department for a few upgrades.
After meeting with Avionics Manager Brian Riese, the project
was handed off to master Avionics Technician Eric Rosenbrook.
I decided on installing a cutting-edge GPS unit, the Garmin
GTN-650. The GTN-650 is Garmin’s very popular GNS430 replacement, offering touchscreen capabilities as well as
multiple improvements across the board in both capability
and functionality. To accompany the new GPS, a matching
Garmin 106A CDI indicator was chosen. The panel was also
given a cosmetic upgrade as well, including OEM Piper trim,
yoke restoration, and a total bezel refurbishment of the original
KX-155 radio that would continue to serve as a trusty comm 2.
Lastly, a modern vertical card compass, leather-covered glare
shield, and replacement of all exterior bulbs with current LED
technology were added to finalize the upgrades that brought this
45-year-old aircraft into the modern age of avionics.

Before

Now here’s a closer look at the process to help cut down on the
work in the pattern:
• Remember to plan your descent and entry at least a few
miles out from the airport. (See previous issue for details.)
• A teardrop or 90-270 maneuver from over the airport to
the downwind entry can be a nice way to enter the pattern
if traffic allows. It saves time and allows you to check the
runway and windsock from overhead.
			 - Do your GUMPS check and make a traffic call if on 		
				 a CTAF during the entry. Here’s where you’re really
				 reducing workload for final approach.

Matt Hofeldt, center, owner of the 1968 Piper Cherokee PA 28-180, is
expressing his appreciation to Avionics Technician Eric Rosenbrook
(left) and Avionics Manager Brian Riese (right) for the complete
avionics upgrade they did on his aircraft.

This project proved to have a few complications, which are to
be expected when upgrading an older aircraft while retaining
some of its original equipment, but they were nothing that the
professional team at Wisconsin Aviation could not handle in a
timely and efficient manner. The final result speaks for itself. I
was very pleased with Wisconsin Aviation’s commitment to my
ultimate satisfaction.

Matt Hofeldt
Owner, 1968 Piper Cherokee 180

We often refer to practicing takeoffs and landings as “pattern
work.” It’s a quick way to describe what we’re doing, so no
objection there. But it sure makes it sound like work, doesn’t
it? And one of our goals in the pattern is to set it up so it’s less
work. Less work sounds more fun, at least in my opinion.
In flying, a lighter workload often means safer and, especially in
landing approaches, better. If most of the “work” happens when
you’re higher up and with more room to maneuver, there’s less
to worry about when you’re getting closer to the ground and
have other things to tend to.

After

Before getting into the finer details, here’s a quick review of the
pattern basics:
• Pattern entry: In most cases, try to fly the recommended
45-degree entry to the downwind leg at pattern altitude,
which is generally 1000’ AGL.
• Downwind: You should be a mile or less from the runway
and correcting for wind drift. When abeam the runway
numbers, reduce power and begin descent procedures.

Growing with Trust (cont. from p. 1)
Interiors and Detailing Departments. These developments
clearly gave us the capabilities to be a one-stop aviation
maintenance shop. And it all started with that first bucket.
I’m very proud of where we are today, and I’m looking forward
to meeting our goals for the future. I couldn’t have done it
alone. This has been a combined effort of all of our dedicated
Technical Services team members, all the reputable companies
2
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we have partnered with along the way, and all our loyal
customers who have continued to entrust us with their aircraft. I
truly appreciate everyone’s support and valuable contributions to
our success.
Good wishes to all for the new year!

• Base: The base turn should start about 45 degrees from the
approach end of the runway. Your ground track throughout
the pattern should be rectangular, but the aircraft heading
should account for wind correction.
• Final: Speed, power, flaps, and gear should all be in place
on final approach, as well as the descent angle and ground
track toward the touchdown point on the runway (which you
selected ahead of time, right?).

			 				
				
				
				
				

The 45-degree downwind entry isn’t always possible 		
or practical, so a similarly angled entry to crosswind 		
or even upwind can be acceptable under the right 		
conditions. In most cases at pilot-controlled (nontowered) airports, you want to avoid a base or
final entry.

• Abeam the numbers, you’ll more than likely start a
routine procedure to set power, speed, trim, flaps, etc., for
downwind, base, and final. But sometimes you’ll know that
conditions will require something different. For instance,
cold, calm days might require starting from a power setting
lower than usual so you don’t end up 900 feet AGL on final
because the airplane is reluctant to descend. If you can judge
this ahead of time, that’s less work on short final.
• Fly an efficient base and final (read: no huge patterns) and
always anticipate wind drift. Unless you have reason to do
otherwise, stay within gliding distance of the runway. If you
see that you’re “getting low,” stop the trend immediately
and never wait until you’re “too low.” Anything else and
you’re just creating more work for yourself, or worse.
• Practice making as few power adjustments as possible.
Ideally, there are two: One abeam the numbers, and one
gradual reduction to idle on short final. If you find yourself
powering up, down, or both, you are working too hard.
For more of the basics, see the Airplane Flying Handbook. For
more in-depth practice with these techniques, see your instructor
about doing less work in your “pattern work.”
Fly safe!
Elaine Kauh
CFII, RYV

Pete Schroeder
Vice President of Technical Services

WisconsinAviation.com
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Wilbur and Orville only made two of
three discoveries that allowed man to fly

Baby, It’s Cold Outside
• If your aircraft is fuel injected, be sure you are familiar
with the alternate air system.
• If you are instrument rated, stay current. You never know
when white-out conditions will impede VFR operations.
• Apply power inputs as gently as possible; throttle response
is slower in cold weather.
• Avoid long power-off glides. Air-cooled engines cool
rapidly during long glides, resulting in poor throttle
response.
• Always have a “back-door” way out. At the first sign of
icing, use that back door.
One of the best aviation experiences a pilot can have is flying
over a white, snow-covered winter landscape. The crisp,
pristine view can compare to no other flight adventure.
Most pilots are familiar with winter conditions in their
immediate area. However, a distance of a few miles can
change the environment enough to cause problems. Therefore,
a few simple rules should be observed to keep you and your
passengers safe. Extra precautions should be used whether you
are flying or driving to visit your favorite winter playground,
friends, or family.
Often, roads that are well traveled during the summer months
are abandoned in the winter which makes them very difficult
to see. Being forced down far from civilization can create a
serious survival problem. However, following a well traveled
road will take a little longer but may be safer than going direct.
Observe the vehicles on the road carefully; they can give you
valuable information. You may see cars and trucks coming at
you piled high with fresh snow. That probably means reduced
visibility ahead and time to do a 180-degree turn.
Also, following a few winter flying techniques and some
planning for winter survival may save your life. Consider these
ideas:
Good Winter Flying Techniques
• Remove all frozen snow, frost, and ice from the aircraft
before takeoff.
• Use engine preheat for cold starts. It’s cheaper than a
premature overhaul. Some operators require preheat below
40o F.
• File a flight plan if you plan to leave the airport
environment.
• A carbon monoxide detector could save your life in the
event of a faulty exhaust system.
• If your aircraft is carburetor heat equipped, be sure to test
it thoroughly during run-up. Always use full carburetor
heat. If ice is present, using partial carburetor heat might
aggravate the situation.
4
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Survival Skills
• Dress warmly with layers of clothes. You can always
remove layers if it is too warm in the airplane.
• Keep extra layers of clothes in the aircraft in the unlikely
event of an off-airport landing.
• In case of a crash landing, leave the aircraft as soon as
possible and stay away until gasoline fumes are gone.
• Analyze the situation and help others. Take care of any
injuries first.
• Don’t leave the crash site without taking time to think it
out. Don’t do nothing and don’t panic imagining things
that are not there. Your mind is your best tool for survival.
Use it.
• In addition to a good basic survival kit, a handheld VFR
radio, flares, and a good signal mirror will be very useful.
• Some items in the aircraft can be very useful as well.
			 - The compass will keep you going in one direction 		
				 should you decide to walk out.
			 - Gasoline can be used to start a fire.
			 - Oil can be used to send smoke signals.
			 - Upholstery can be used to wrap around feet and hands.
			 - Wiring can be used for tie strings.
			 - The battery can be used to ignite fuel.
Use whatever is available to protect the body from heat loss.
Never eat snow. Start a fire and heat the water before drinking.
Stay dry. Body heat can escape 240 times faster from wet
clothing than from dry clothing. If you have it, eat small
amounts of sugary foods to replace energy lost as you lose
body heat.
Enjoy your winter flights, but plan ahead and take care of that
engine. If you do, it will get you to your destination unharmed.
Ray Klaus
Retired CFI

As pilots, we all know that to fly we must overcome the
forces of gravity and the forces of drag and be able to control
the aircraft along its three axes—horizontal, vertical, and
longitudinal. These represent the three problems that the early
pioneers of aviation set out to solve.
1.
2.
		
3.

?

Did You
Know

What force could lift man into the air?
How could a flying machine be propelled forward through
the air?
How could one steer and control the machine?

The second and third problems were solved by the Wright
brothers. To solve problem number two, they mounted a
custom-built engine with two chain-driven propellers on a
sturdy glider that would thrust the flying machine through the
air. Then, to solve problem number three, they developed and
patented the hinged rudder and elevator in 1906 and employed
“wing warping” to roll the aircraft in a turn. Wing warping was
later replaced with ailerons, developed years earlier in England
by Matthew Piers Watt Boulton.
But who was the one who identified
the force that would lift man into
the air? The man who was the most
important influence on practical flying
and flight theory before the Wright
brothers was German engineer Otto
Lilienthal. Lilienthal was born in
Anklam, Germany, on May 23, 1848.
He studied engineering at the Royal
Technical Academy in Berlin. In 1867
he began his experiments on the force
of air in earnest. As a staff engineer
in various engineering companies, he
received his first patent for a mining
machine. Five years later, he founded
his own company to make boilers and
steam engines.

Lilienthal’s “Mechanics of White Stork Flight” illustration (1889)

During the period from 1891 to 1896, Lilienthal succeeded
with over 2,000 gliding flights with many different glider
designs, including flapping-wing models (ornithopters). With
these 2000 flights, Lilienthal logged only five hours of flying
time, but those five hours were probably the most important in
aviation history.
At the beginning, Lilienthal’s training area was a hill formation
called “Maihöhe” in Steglitz, near Berlin. On top of this hill, he
built a 13-foot high shed in the shape of a tower. In this way,
he obtained a “jumping-off” place 33 feet high. The shed also
served for storing his apparatus.
In 1884 Lilienthal built an artificial conical hill, 49 feet high,
in Lichterfelde (near his home) called “Fliegeberg” (Mount
Flight). It allowed him to launch his gliders into the wind no
matter from which direction it came. A regular crowd of people
gathered to watch his gliding experiments.

Lilienthal’s real passion was the idea of human flight. He
pursued his passion like the engineer that he was. He studied
the only working model he could find—the flight of birds.
Lilienthal’s 1889 illustration (adjacent) shows the unmistakable
shape of the airfoil of modern aircraft. You can also see that
he identified the angle of attack, the angle of incidence, and the
center of lift.

Otto Lilienthal performing one of his gliding experiments in 1895

The culmination of Lilienthal’s bird studies were shared in 1889
in his famous book, Birdflight as the Basis of Aviation. With
this book, Lilienthal finished his preliminary research studies
of flight. He now believed he had the necessary knowledge to
start building a man-carrying apparatus.

On August 9, 1896, Lilienthal, as on most mornings, climbed
the hill to test his theories. The day was very sunny and not too
hot (about 68° F). The first flights were successful, reaching
a distance of 820 feet in his normal glider. During the fourth
flight, however, Lilienthal’s glider stalled. He tried to
(Continued on p. 8)

WisconsinAviation.com
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Congratulations,
Superstars!
The individuals listed below have achieved solo
status or obtained the certificates or ratings shown
since the previous issue of Talewinds.

Solo Status
Ines Buhrow (MSN)
Bob Samandl (RYV)

Certificates & Ratings
Private

Mark Ambelang (RYV)
Tim Borchardt (RYV)
Jason Roy (UNU)
Remington Viney (MSN)
Esther Von Seydlitz-Kurzbach (MSN)
Paul Warnlof (RYV)
James Wright (RYV)

Instrument

Nick Krygowski (MSN)

Commercial

Nick Krygowski (MSN)
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Hypoxia—A Review

re-establish lift by swinging his body back to correct the attitude
of the glider. Unfortunately, that maneuver failed and he fell from
a height of about 49 feet while still in the glider.

We are all taught the requirements for oxygen as part of our
private pilot training. I thought I might just revisit that topic and
the issue of hypoxia in general with a brief article.

Paul Beylich, Lilienthal’s glider mechanic, transported him by
horse-drawn carriage to Stölln, where he was diagnosed with a
fracture of third cervical vertebra and soon became unconscious.
Lilienthal died about 36 hours after the crash. His last words
to his brother Gustav were: “Sacrifices must be made.” Otto
Lilienthal was buried at Lankwitz public cemetery in Berlin.

As you may recall, oxygen is required for the crew (for small
piston-driven aircraft, the pilot) for altitudes from 12,500 to
14,000 feet for any period of time longer than 30 minutes. At
altitudes above 14,000 feet, the crew is required to use oxygen
continuously; and at altitudes above 15,000 feet, oxygen must be
available for all passengers.

The Wrights stated later that it was the news of Lilienthal’s death
that stimulated them to focus their interest on the challenge
of flight.

Needed…
Pilots to Fly
Jumpers!
If you have a commercial pilot
certificate and a total of 500 hours and
would like to build your hours, you can fly
for time with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If
interested, call Greg Porter @ 608-712-2544 or
Don Woods @ 920-319-0377.

There are four forms of hypoxia:
1. Hypoxic hypoxia – due to inadequate supply of oxygen (as
		 occurs with increasing altitude).
2. Hypemic hypoxia – occurs when the blood is not able to
		 carry oxygen, as happens with anemia. Carbon monoxide
		 is another form of hypemic hypoxia, as the carbon
		 monoxide molecule attaches to the hemoglobin molecule
		 200 times more easily than oxygen. This is the reason that
		 smokers are more susceptible to hypoxia. Heavy smokers,
		 in fact, can have a carbon monoxide saturation level as high
		as 8%.
3. Stagnant hypoxia – due to poor circulation of blood.
4. Histotoxic hypoxia – the inability of cells to effectively
		 use oxygen. For example, one ounce of alcohol equates to
		 approximately 2,000 feet of physiologic altitude.
The effects of hypoxia can occur at relatively low altitudes,
especially at night with effects on vision, which can occur at
levels as low as 5,000 feet. Most of the other effects of hypoxia

A Visit with
the AME
Dr. Terry Turke
Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).
do not occur until 10,000 feet. However, smokers, as noted
above, can be affected at lower levels. Hypoxia can affect
alertness and memory as well as judgment. Physical symptoms
include headaches and drowsiness. A feeling of euphoria can
also occur.
One of my mentors related to me that, when he flew piston
aircraft, he would use oxygen for five minutes prior to landing
on night flights. This is likely a very good practice.
Prevention, of course, is accomplished by using supplemental
oxygen above 10,000 feet and 5,000 feet at night. As noted,
the effects of hypoxia—at least early on—are often subtle and
difficult to recognize.

Ask the AME

Have questions about your medical or about the human factors
associated with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.
com or mail to Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive •
Watertown, WI 53094

Accelerated Flight Training—The Answer for Some

With active flight school facilities in three Wisconsin locations,
Wisconsin Aviation has given hundreds of individuals the skills
necessary to pass the required written and practical tests to
receive their Private Pilot Certificate. On average, it takes a
student 55 hours of flight time, about an equal number of ground
school hours, and many hours of home study to be declared
ready for a check ride. But for some eager and dedicated
individuals who are willing to make a sustained effort, the task
can be achieved in the FAA-required minimum of 40 hours.
This was accomplished last summer by Ryan Moll and Noah
Cocos. Ryan and Noah trained daily Monday through Friday
for nine weeks. The first five weeks included three days of
ground school, covering all required knowledge topics, and two
days of primary flight training in preparation for solo flight.
Once ground school was complete, they began flight training in
8
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earnest. They flew five days a week, finishing the required dual,
solo, night, and cross-country flight hours, while continuing
to build confidence and experience in preparation for the FAA
practical exam. Both students successfully finished the course
and passed the Private Pilot Practical Exam in early August.
Wisconsin Aviation flight instructors Adam Senatori and Matt
McNeil provided the accelerated ground and flight instruction
program for Ryan and Noah. Explaining the program, CFI
Adam Senatori stated, “By applying the standard Private Pilot
syllabus to the accelerated timeline, we were able to efficiently
train Ryan and Noah to Practical Test Standards in the minimum
required flight times. Each soloed at around 12 hours and took
the practical exam with just 40 hours total time. This course
is an example of how accelerated flight training benefits those
learning to fly.” Adam went on to say, “Repetitive flights,

many a week, can assist in the quick development of muscle
memory, aid in the retention of flight profiles, and build a sense
of repetition—all critical factors for students early on.” Adam
does caution that accelerated flight training is not for everyone.
It is consuming and demanding and requires considerable time
spent between lessons studying and preparing for the next day.
However, because Ryan and Noah were up to the task, the
accelerated program worked for them.

Although accelerated flight training is not for everyone, it
could work for you. And, if you couple it with flight-training
financing from Pilot Finance, Inc., you can spread the payments
over 18 or more months, putting flight training within the
reach of many more budgets. For more information on pilot
financing, contact one of our flight schools.

Accelerated flight training also has financial benefits. Because
it reduces the need for repeating the same skill over and over
due to long gaps between training flights, the total number
of dual and solo flight hours is reduced. This results in a
significant cost savings.

WisconsinAviation.com
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What to look for in an aircraft broker

While some may decide they want an advocate in their aircraft
buying or selling process, others may prefer to go it alone. It
really comes down to a basic analysis of time, potential cost
savings (or expense), and personal needs, which are typically—
but not always—driven by an individual’s past experience in the
aircraft sales market and aviation industry. If you are a buyer,
it may turn out that hiring a broker ends up saving you money
due to a lower purchase price. A broker may also make sure that
important discrepancies found during a pre-purchase inspection
are properly handled and provide the best outcome for the client
being represented.
For those of you looking for an industry expert to help guide you
through your next purchase or sale, here are a few key points to
look for and questions to ask of broker candidates.
• Visibility & Reputation – How long has the company
been around? If you are selling, will buyers feel they can
trust your broker to be around in a week, a year, or five
years from now to help them if they need it? Do you know
anyone else who has used that particular broker? Were they
happy with their service? Is your broker highly visible in
the marketplace, giving you maximum exposure for a sale
or purchase?
• Responsiveness – Are you getting a response from your
broker in a reasonable amount of time? If the broker

Congratulations to the
Following Aircraft Buyers:
Jim Bertram – Adell, WI
2007 Cirrus SR22

Sold!!
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Thinking of Buying or Selling?

Trevor Fink – Fitchburg, WI
1976 Cessna 150M
George Jensen – Medford, OR
1965 Beech Debonair
Patrick Kane – San Francisco, CA
2005 Cirrus SR22
Steve Platcow – Lake Forest, IL
1978 Cessna 414A
Jim Whiteaker – Sun Prairie, WI
1975 Piper Arrow II
Tom Willett – Ripon, WI
1967 Cessna 182

representing your aircraft doesn’t offer a quick response
time to potential buyers, they may dismiss your aircraft and
quickly move on. As a buyer, if you spot an aircraft you
are interested in, your broker may need to take immediate
action before it’s too late. Waiting a week for a return call
and/or e-mail might not cut it, and you, the client, lose out.
Observing how a broker consistently interacts with you (and
other clients) will also give you a good idea in terms of the
level of support they will provide once they complete their
service and collect their fee. Will they shut the door on you
and move on to their next sale?
• Experience – It is common sense to expect that you would
want someone working on your behalf that has experience,
industry contacts and, frankly, can talk the talk and walk
the walk—but you would be surprised! Many buyers and
sellers either assume the broker has experience or feel
embarrassed asking them to share their qualifications. Ask
questions! Make sure your expectations align with their
answers so that you get the most of out your service.
• Other Services – Will you need flight training in your
new aircraft, help with delivery, pre-buy assistance, help
obtaining financing, a place to store your aircraft for a
few days? Perhaps you don’t need any of these items, but
it’s definitely something to think about in order to ensure
your experience is seamless and enjoyable. If your broker
doesn’t offer these services, do they have trusted local
contacts who do?
• Locality – Is your broker close enough to visit and meet in
person? Does your broker offer (or insist) on personally
evaluating your aircraft in order to provide you with all the
details you need to be an informed seller? While location
may not always be the most important consideration of a
broker, it sure is nice knowing you can stop by and see them
if the need should ever arise.
Last but not least, go with your gut! Initial conversations by
phone, e-mail, or in person should give you a pretty good idea of
whether you will enjoy working with that broker. Buying and/
or selling should not be a painful process, and having the right
broker for YOU can make all the difference.

Jade Duckart
Aircraft Sales Specialist

Wisconsin Aviation is the state’s largest aircraft sales broker with over
30 years’ experience in buying and selling pistons, turboprops, jets, and
everything in between. Contact acsales@WisconsinAviation.com or
800-657-0761 with any questions or to see how we can help you with
your next sale or purchase!

Aircraft for Sale

1982 Cessna 414A Ram IV (N5134C): 6710 TT, 725 SMOH, 440 SPOH, Garmin 430W, HSI, color
radar, dual transponders, FIKI, electric A/C, NDH, VG’s, 2154 lbs useful load! Previously operated on a
135 certificate, professionally flown, always hangared, and well maintained. Motivated seller! Make offer!
$405,000

1979 Piper Navajo Panther (N3519S): 7760 TT, 15 SMOH, 15 SPOH, April 2012 annual, full Panther
conversion to 350hp with the latest Garmin avionics including new 750 touchscreen, GNS 430, and
GDL69 XM, known ice, new carpet. Offers being accepted! $349,000

1968 Cessna 182L Skylane (N42120): 5960 TT, 1535 SMOH, December 2012 annual, privately owned,
hangared, dual nav/coms, JPI, Horton STOL, engine heater, beautiful paint & interior! $52,000

1974 Cessna A185F Skywagon (N4663C): 2045 TT, 565 SMOH, April 2012 annual, 300hp IO-520D
with high-70 compressions, Fluidyne 4000 retractable skis & tail ski, dual nav/coms, 1463 lbs. useful load,
hangared in Midwest since new. PRICE REDUCED to $131,500!

1979 Cessna 310R (N2638Y): 9415 TT, 1100 SMOH, 1100 SPOH, rare 203-gal fuel, Garmin 430W,
HSI, color radar, factory-certified for known ice, fresh annual completed July 2012, hangared in Midwest.
PRICE REDUCED to $104,500!

1965 Mooney M20C Mark 21 (N5954Q): 3245 TT, 185 SMOH, 185 prop SNEW, July 2012 annual, dual
KX170B Nav/Coms, KLN90B GPS, Garmin GTX327, newer interior & windows, 967 lbs. useful load.
Performance, reliability, and affordability—doesn’t get any better! $49,500

1975 Cessna Citation 500 (N501GB): 12,900 TT, 1090 SMOH, fresh Phase 1-5 completed 03/12.
Turnkey! RVSM compliant, 135 current, thrust reversers, updated Garmin panel, beautiful paint & interior,
NDH, new lead acid battery. Nicest 500 on the market! $675,000 / Open to Offers!

2011 American Champion 7EC “Champ” (N680PS): Only 50 hours SNEW! March 2012 annual, single
owner, always hangared, Garmin SL40 com, Garmin Aera 510 GPS (panel-mounted & hardwired), dual
push-to-talk, dual brakes, PM1000 intercom, Continental O-200, 100 HP. Eligible LSA! $99,500

1963 Beech Debonair 35-B33 (N38JA): 4810 TT, 600 SMOH, 285hp upgraded engine! 3-bladed prop,
excellent paint & interior, tip tanks (110 gal total!), Garmin GNS 430W, S-TEC 55X autopilot with altitude
hold & GPSS steering, KMD 150 MFD, GEM, stormscope, always hangared! PRICE REDUCED to
$97,500!

1980 Cessna 172RG Cutlass (N6418R): 6070 TT, 950 SMOH, October 2012 annual, privately owned &
operated, hangared, dual digital nav/coms, engine heater. Solid performer! Cessna Service Center maintained!
$62,500

Also Available: 2006 Cirrus SR22-GTS (N708ES) and 1978 Piper Aztec F (N51ME)
For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
We Welcome Your Consignment! Wisconsin Aviation, Inc., is one of the state’s largest aircraft dealers. We maintain a large inventory of
brokered aircraft. If you are considering selling your aircraft, please call to discuss the advantages of listing your aircraft with us. If you’re
in the market to buy and we don’t have the plane you want, we’ll find it for you.
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What’s Around the Corner
Feb 5

RYV – Instrument Ground School– Tuesdays thru April 9, 6-9pm ($225)

Feb 6

RYV – IFR Refresher Clinic – Wednesday, 6-9pm ($65)

Feb 21

MSN – Instrument Ground School – Thursdays thru May 16, 6-9pm ($225)

Mar 2

MSN – VFR Refresher Clinic – Saturday, 10am-1pm ($65)

Mar 14

RYV – VFR Refresher Clinic – Thursday, 6-9pm ($65)

Mar 16

MSN – Private Pilot Ground School – Saturdays thru June 8, 10am-1pm ($225)

Mar 28

RYV – Technologically Advanced Aircraft Clinic – Thursday, 6-9pm ($95)

April 6

RYV – Tailwheel Clinic – Tuesday, 6:30-8:30pm ($15 – includes workbook)

May 4

RYV – Private Pilot Ground School – Saturdays thru July 20, 9am-12pm ($225)

May 7

RYV – Instrument Ground School – Tuesdays thru July 9, 6-9pm ($225)

June 12

RYV – VFR Refresher Clinic – Wednesday, 6-9pm ($65)

Aug 20

RYV – Tailwheel Clinic – Tuesday, 6:30-8:30pm ($15 – includes workbook)

Sept 7

RYV – Private Pilot Ground School – Saturdays thru Nov 16, 9am-12pm ($225)

Sept 10

RYV – Instrument Ground School – Tuesdays thru Nov 12, 6-9pm ($225)

Oct 2

RYV – IFR Refresher Clinic – Wednesday, 6-9pm ($65)

TBA

RYV – Commercial Ground School – To sign up for the next class, email
Elaine.Kauh@WisconsinAviation.com

TBA

RYV – Flying Companions Course – To sign up for the next class, email

Classes are subject to minimum student enrollment; pre-registration is required. Dates and times are
subject to change. For more details, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com or email us at
WisAv@WisconsinAviation.com.
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